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Abstract 
We construct a 
of PSL2(p). 
Hamilton cycle in the Cayley graph of the (2,p, 3) presentation 
I. Introduction 
A Hamilton path (respectively cycle) in a graph is a simple path (respectively cycle) 
passing through every vertex. In 1969, Lovfisz [-4] asked the question whether every 
finite, connected, vertex-transitive graph has a Hamilton path. To the authors' 
knowledge, there exists no counterexamples to an affirmative answer to this question. 
Furthermore, there are only five known connected vertex-transitive graphs that have 
no Hamilton cycles. These five graphs are the graph of a single edge, the Petersen 
graph, the Coxeter graph and the graphs obtained from the last two graphs by 
replacing each vertex with a K3 [7]. Hence, a similar question is whether every finite 
connected vertex-transitive graph, except hese five, has a Hamilton cycle. 
Among these five graphs mentioned above, none is a Cayley graph except he first 
one which has no (simple) cycles at all. This fact inspired people to ask whether every 
connected Cayley graph of a finite group presentation other than for Z/2Z has 
a Hamilton cycle [5]. Although research on this question has been quite active, there 
seems little prospect of an immediate answer for the general case [6]. 
A very special but interesting class of (finite) group presentations are the presenta- 
tions 
:~(G) =- (a ,  x la  2 = x ~ = (ax) 3 = 1,etc.), (1) 
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i.e. presentations with two generators, one an involution, the other of order t and their 
product of order 3, called a (2, t, 3) presentation. In this paper we prove that 
Theorem 1.1. The Cayley graph F(~)  of the (2,p, 3) presentation of the group 
PSL2(p) has a Hamilton cycle. 
In order to understand our technique of proof for a (2,p, 3) presentation we 
observe that the Cayley graph of such a group presentation contains p-gons and 
hexagons and that in it every vertex is of valence three and is contained in one p-gon 
and two hexagons. If we identify each polygon with a face, then the collection of all 
these faces constitute an orientable surface. We name this surface the Cayley surface. 
In the Cayley surface we inspect rees of faces. Since each such tree is homeomorphic 
to a disk, if this tree of faces contains all the vertices, then its boundary gives 
a Hamilton cycle. We name this special kind of tree of faces (of the Cayley surface) 
a Hamilton tree (offaces). We will prove the existence of Hamilton cycles by construct- 
ing Hamilton trees. 
As an example of a Hamilton cycle given as the boundary of a Hamilton tree, we 
show, in Fig. 1, a Hamilton tree as shaded 5-gons and 4-gons in the Cayley graph of 
PSL2(5  ) as a (5, 3,2) group which has a presentation (x,  y lx 5 = y3 = (xy)2 = 1). 
In the Cayley graph of this group presentation, every 4-gon is adjacent o a unique 
pair of 5-gons. Hence, we can color all 5-gons and connect hem into a tree by coloring 
appropriate 4-gons [2]. Note that this same construction works in any ( r , s ,2 )  
presentation, r, s > 2. 
By assuming that there are n p-gons and m hexagons in a Hamilton tree of 
a (2, p, 3) presentation, we get a necessary condition for the existence of a Hamilton 
cycle given as the boundary of the Hamilton tree. 
Fig. 1. A Hamilton cycle given as the boundary of a Hamilton tree in the Cayley graph for the (5, 3, 2) 
presentation f PSL2(5). 
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Proposition 1.2. I f  there is a Hamilton cycle given as the boundary of  a tree of  n p-gons 
and m hexagons in the Cayley surface of the (2, p, 3) presentation, then 
4m + (p -2)n  = IG] -2 ,  (2) 
where m and n are positive integers and fG] is the order of  the group. 
An interesting class of groups that have a (2, p, 3) presentation is PSL2(p), where 
p is a prime. Eq. (2) has a solution with the maximum number of p-gons, i.e. with 
n being ]G]/p -2  and m being ((p + 1)/2) 2 -2 .  We will construct Hamilton trees 
associated with this extremal solution. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2, we introduce some notation and describe adjacency properties of the 
Cayley surface. 
In Section 3, we prove Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.1 for p/> 5. As for p 
equals 2 and 3 (in Theorem 1.1), we leave them to the reader. 
2. Preliminaries 
If we construct a Cayley graph by right multiplication (by generators), then left 
multiplication by elements of the group induces an action on the Cayley graph and 
this action can be extended to an action on the (associated) Cayley surface. Although 
the action is free on the vertex set, it is not free on the surface, as we shall see below. 
Consider the cyclic subgroup (x )  in the (2,p, 3) presentation 
,~(G) = (a ,x ]a  2 = x p = (ax) 3 = 1,etc.). 
Note that 
XG((x ) )  = {ge  G lg - l  (x )g  = (x )  } 
= { g ~ G I g 1 xg = x i for some 0 ~< i ~< p - 1 }. 
In general, a p-gon in the Cayley graph consists of elements g, gx . . . . .  gxP--1. 
If ge  NG((x)) ,  then (gx i ) - l x (gx  i )=  x - ig - lxgx  i = x - lxkx  i = x k, for some 
0 ~< k ~< p - 1; i.e. gx ~ e NG((x)),  V0 ~< i ~< p -- 1. Hence, a p-gon is invariant under 
the action induced by left-multiplication by x if one, thus all, of its vertices is in 
NG((x));  for, x .g = xg = gx k, for some 0 ~< k ~< p - 1, if g e NG((x ) ) .  Hence, the 
faces identified with those p-gons are fixed under the action induced by x, and we can 
see those p-gons are the only p-gons fixed under the action induced by x. 
Consider the coset decomposition of the quotient group N~((x) ) / (x ) .  Then 
NG((x ) )  = Ij~,,~o~¢~>lg(x). Hence, we can identify the p-gons fixed by the action 
induced by x with the elements of the quotient group NG((x ) ) / (x ) .  Particularly, the 
number of the p-gons fixed under the action induced by x is equal to 
No(x )  . 
(x) 
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Certainly, the faces identified with those p-gons are also invariant under the action 
induced by x. 
We will now look at the adjacency in the Cayley graph. Recall that SL2(p) denotes 
the special linear group over the finite field Fp. The center Z of SLz(p) is { ___ I} where 
1 is the identity matrix, and PSL2(p) is defined to be SL2(p)/Z. In this specific 
presentation, NG((x))  = H" <x), where H = C~p_ 1)/2 [3]. A standard <2, p, 3) pre- 
sentation of PSL2(p) is 
0 1 0 
(a=( -1  ~) 'x - - - (1  1 ) ]e tc ' ) /{+(~ 0 -  1 )} '  
where 
PSL2(p)={( :  bd)la, b,c, deFpandad-bc : l} /{+_(~ ~)}.  
We will abuse the notation to use 
(: :) 
to denote both the element i self and the representative of the above quotient class. 
Thus, we have the following properties. (Since all the proofs are simple computations, 
we leave them to the reader.) 
Lemma 2.1. 
NG((X) )= k_ 1 I i~<k~ ,O4n<~p-1  , 
where k-1 is the inverse of k in Fp. 
Lemma 2.2. 
N~((x ) )  = 
(p - -  1) /2 
k= 1 k -1 
Proposition 2.3. 
( p - 1) /2 
NG((X) )= U {z lx i [O~i<~p--1} , 
/=1  
whre zl = e, the identity element of PSL2(p), and zt = axZax I la, for 2 <~ l <. (p - 1)/2. 
Let { 9x ~ [0 ~< i ~< p - 1 } denote the p-gon containing the elements 9, 9x . . . . .  9x p- 1. 
Proposition 2.4. (1) The p-9ons {ztxilaxilO <~ j <~ p -1} and {zzx'2ax~[O <<. j <<. p -1} 
are distinct, if J1 ~ i2; 
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(2) The p-gons {z, x'axalO <~ j <~ p - 1} and {z, xkax"lO <<. n ~ p -- 1} are distinct, if 
1 ~< 11 # 12 ~< (p - -  1)/2. 
Proposition 2.5. The set of all p-gons in F(~) ,  the Cayley graph of the <2, p, 3) 
presentation, is equal to 
- -  1"~(p-1) /2 ,  p 1}. E={{ztxi lO<~i<<.p 1}t lP=- l l ) /2 ,{z lx iaxk lO<' - -k<<-P- - '~ l= l ,  i=o 
Now let Nl = { {zzxilO <<. i <<. p - - l} ,  {ztxiaxk lO <~ k <<. p -1}  P_-o ~} and call it the 
Neighborhood N~. Note that the p-gons can be partitioned into (p -1)/2 neighbor- 
hoods, as E = UI/'~ 1)/2 Nt, by Proposition 2.5. All neighborhoods are isomorphic as 
graphs, they all look like the graph in Fig. 2. 
Notation. In each neighborhood N~, let P~ denote the central p-gon 
{z~, z~x . . . . .  ztx p 1} and PI denote the surrounding p-gons {zSaxk lO  <~ k <~ p - 1}, 
i j k 0 ~< i ~< p - 1. Also, we will use the triple (Pt, P,., P.) to denote the hexagon connect- 
i j k o i o J  D k ing p-gons Pt, Pm and P,. If all p-gons .~, . , . ,  . .  are in the same neighborhood, then 
we call the hexagon (PI, P~, pk) an interior hexagon; otherwise, we call it an exterior 
hexagon. Also note by abusing the notation, all superscripts j in the notation 
P] should be read as~, the unique integer satisfying 0 ~</< p and j  -y(modp) ,  
With this notation, the adjacency in N~ looks like the graph in Fig. 3. 
Proposition 2.6. Given 2 <~ 1 <~ (p -1)/2, the p-gon {axlaxklO <~ k <~ p --1} e Nl. 
Proposition 2.7. The element ax- lax  ~ l) 'a = zl. X 21(~- Pl, 2 <~ 1 <~ (p -1) /2.  
These two propositions give the adjacency in Fig. 4. 
Lemma 2.8. The element z71xzt = x ~. Hence xlzt = z~x u2. 
Proposition 2.9. All the p-gons {xiaxlax kl0 ~< k ~< p - 1}, 0 ~< i ~< p - 1, are distinct 
and all are in Nl. Actually, the p-gon {xiaxtaxk[O <~ k <<. p --1} is the p-gon P112. 
% 
l> -gon  --} 
\ 
\ / 
i,? 
ZIX 
PI 
Fig. 2. The p-gons in the neighborhood Nt. Fig. 3. The neighborhood Nt. 
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f 
N2 
\ 
\ 
Fig. 4. The adjacency of the p-gon pO. 
\ / 
v~-, I 
Fig. 5. The distinctness of the p-gons urrounding the central p-gon P1. 
This proposition gives the adjacency in Fig. 5. Note that all the shaded p-gons are 
distinct. 
3. Construction of a Hamilton tree, the proof of Theorem 1.1 
We will first verify a necessary condition for the existence of a Hamilton tree, i.e. 
Proposition 1.2. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Assume there is a Hamilton cycle which occurs as the 
boundary of a tree of faces. Let n denote the number of p-gons in the tree and m 
the number of 6-gons. The surface of the tree of faces is homeomorphic to a disk 
and hence has Euler characteristics Z = 1. By Euler's formula, Z = V-  E + F, 
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we thus have 
1 = IG I - - (6m+pn- - (n+m--1) )+(n+m) 
which implies 
1 = lGL-4m-(p -2)n -1  
or  
4m+(p-2)n=lG I -2 .  [] 
155 
As an immediate application, since IPSL2(P)I = (p -1 )p(p  +1)/2, for any odd 
prime p, we have: 
Corollary 3.1. I f  there is a Hamilton cycle in the Cayley graph of the (2, p, 3) 
presentation of PSL2(p) given by the boundary of a tree of faces of n p-gons and 
m 6-gons, then 4m + (p -2)n  =(p-1)p(p  +1) /2 -2 ,  where m and n are positive 
integers. 
A study of the equation shows that n has to be even if p is an odd prime. Also, there 
are I GI/p p-gons in F(G). A computation shows: 
Proposition 3.2. There is not any tree of faces in a (2,p, 3) presentation of PSL2(p) 
containing all the p-gons which gives a Hamilton cycle as boundary. 
Proof. Assume there is such. Then the equation 
4m + (p -2 ) .  IGI/p = Ial -2  
has positive integral solutions. Then 
m - 
p-2  
1~I -2 - - - . IG I  
P 
IGI .p -p+2 2 
P 
(p -- 1)(p + 1) 1 
4 2 
should be an integer when p is odd. But (p -1 ) (p+l )=0(mod4)  implies 
m - ((p - 1)(p + 1))/4, an integer, equal to - ½, a contradiction. [] 
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In general, there are a total of 
(p -- 1)p(p + 1) 
IGI 2 
P P 
p-gons and a total of 
[G[.2 (p -1 )p(p  +1) 
6 6 
hexagons. 
(p -1 ) (p+l )  p2_ l  
2 2 
Note that there are (p -1 ) /2  neighborhoods and (p -1 ) (p  + 1)/2 p-gons. Hence, 
each neighborhood has p + 1 p-gons. 
If n = (p -1 ) (p  + 1)/2 -2  = (p2 _ 1)/2 -2 ,  then by Corol lary 3.1 
4m+(p-2) (  p2-1~ 2 = ) (P-1)p(p+I)-2.2 
Hence, 
(p-2) ~- 2 -2  
= (p  + 1) 2 - 8. 
So, m = ((p + 1)/2) 2 -2 .  This particular solution is the foundation of our construc- 
tion; i.e. we are going to construct a Hamilton tree with (p2-5) /2  p-gons and 
((p + 1)/2) 2 -2  hexagons. 
We illustrate the resulting Hamilton tree whose boundary is a Hamilton cycle by 
our construction for PSL2(5) and PSL2(7) as (2, 5, 3)  and (2, 7, 3)  groups in Figs. 6 
Fig. 6. A Hamilton cycle for PSL2(5) as a (2, 5, 3) 
group. 
Fig. 7. The Cayley graph of PSL2(7) as a (2, 7, 3) 
group. The identification occurs along the bound- 
ary of the 7-gons with the same label. 
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and 8, respectively. In Fig. 7, we show the Cayley graph of PSL2(7). In Fig. 9, we show 
the Hamilton tree in Fig. 8 abstractly. 
In brief, we color all but 2 p-gons and (p + 1)/2 interior hexagons in one neighbor- 
hood to form (p - 1)/2 trees (see step 1 below); then, inductively, in each of the other 
neighborhoods, we color all p-gons and (p -1) /2  interior hexagons to form 2 trees 
(one isolated p-gon and one big tree including the rest) (see step 4 below). Altogether, 
there are (p -1) /2  + 2(p -3) /2  trees. We then color (p -3) /2  hexagons urrounding 
one of the two uncolored p-gons (see step 2 below); each such hexagon connects two 
trees and hence reduces the number of the trees by one. As a result, there are 
p -1  p --3 p -3  p -1  p --3 
- -+2 . . . .  + 
2 2 2 2 2 
trees. Note that (p -3 ) /2  could be either even or odd, but (p -1 ) /2  + (p -3) /2  is 
always odd. We then color (p - 3)/2 more hexagons (see step 3 below). Each of these 
hexagons connects three trees and hence reduces the number of trees by two. As 
a result, there is only 
p -1  p --3 p -3  
T + T - 2 ' T = I  
tree, the desired Hamilton tree. 
Step 1: The construction of(p - 1)/2 trees in N1. We will color all but two p-gons. 
Without loss of generality, we color all p-gons except P1 and pO, i.e. the central p-gon 
and one surrounding p-gon in the neighborhood N1 are not colored. Next we will 
color hexagons (P1,P01,P]), (px,pO,p~ ,), (pi ,p2, p3) .... , (p1,p lp-3,P:p-2). As 
a result of coloring these (p -3 ) /2+2=(p+l ) /2  hexagons in N1, there are 
(p - 3)/2 + 1 = (p - 1)/2 trees in neighborhood N1. These trees are: M1 which consists 
of P l, (P1, P °1, P l), (Px, P01, P~- x) and P f -  x; M2 which consists of P2, (p~, p 3, P 3) and 
Fig. 8. A Hamilton cycle for PSLz(7) as a (2, 7, 3) 
group. The shaded polygons constitute a Hamilton 
tree. 
22 
I 5 6 
15 13 ] / 
17 21 "~ 4 7 
"~ 24---L-18-9 ~r -  ~3 1 -10~ 3- -  8 ~.  
11 
16 19 
Fig. 9. The Hamilton tree in Fig. 8. 
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P31; M~p-1)/2 which consists of p~-3, p-3 p-2) • .. ; (P1, P 1 , P1 and P~- 2, as depicted in 
Fig. 10. 
Step 2: The coloring of hexagons adjacent o p-gon pO. We color hexagons adjacent 
to the p-gon pO as follows: Let Q~ denote the p-gon {axlaxkl 1 <~ k <~ p - 1}. Then we 
color hexagons (pO, Q2, Q3), (po, Q4, Qs), ... and (pO, Q-3, Q-2). Note that 
Q~ = {axZaxklO <~ k <% p -1} = {axtaxt-'aax-~-'xklO <~ k <% p -1} 
= {z, ax k-r~lO ~< k ~< p- l}  = pOe Nt 
and 
Q- l= {ax taxklO<~k <~p-1} 
= {ax-lax ~-t) ~aax -(-t) 1xk]O ~ k <~ p --1} 
= {zlx 2zaxk-(-*) '10 <% k <~ p -1}  by Proposition 2.7 
= p}Z e N, .  
Note thus we have colored (p -3)/2 more hexagons and each of them connects two 
trees and hence reduces the number of trees by one. Afterwards the coloring locally 
about pO looks like the graphs in Figs. 11 and 12 for even (p -3)/2 and odd (p -3)/2, 
respectively. 
Step 3: The coloring of(p -3)/2 more hexagons. Let us first recall the adjacency of 
P], for 0 ~<i~< p-1 ,  in Fig. 13 (see Proposition 2.9). We will color hexagons 
surrounding P], 0 ~<i~< p-  1. We always color the hexagon 1 2 (P , P1, Pa 2(2)2) and 
~-2 p~-  = (P~-I ,P 1 , 1)(2)2) (only the former when p 5) which connect M1,M2 and 
P 2(2)2 and M1, M(p_ 1)/2 and P~2 p- 1)(2)2, respectively. Note here we have colored two 
[D21-2 D(2l-2)/2 D(21-2)(l+ 1) 2) more hexagons. Next, we color hexagons t-1 , - t  ,-S+l and 
(p~l, o(2l)t ~ o(20(l+ --z ,--t+l 1)2), as in Figs. 14 and 15, which connects Mr, Nl and Nl+l and 
Mt+l,Nl and Nt+i, V odd l, 3 <<. 1% (p -5)/2, when (p -3)/2 is even and V odd l, 
3 ~< l ~< (p -7)/2, when (p -3)/2 is odd, respectively. In addition, when (p -3)/2 is 
odd, we also color the hexagon lOP-  5 D(P- 5)((p- 3)/2) z D(P-- 5)((p- ~1 , X(p_  3)/2 , ~(p-- 1)/2 1)/2)2) which connects 
M(p_ 3)/2, N(p_ 3)/2 and N~p_ i)/2. Thus, we have colored (p - 7)/2 more hexagons. Note 
Fig. 10. The coloring in neighborhood N,. 
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• I¢ ,+- F 
- , \  /~ ,_  
. :2~. - - - r -~ ,~,x .  
f- e.x ~ **x '~ ".~ 
t 
x -3 p~ a.x3.1), - - - -  
~X -2  
N2 
Fig. 11. The coloring in the vicinity of pO, when Fig. 12. The coloring in the vicinity of pO when 
(p -3)/2 is even. (p -3)/2 is odd. 
f 
14-1 -1 
Fig. 13. The adjacency of P~. 
I•I-S # • -~.s~t  ~ 
1tl. 
/ "~21-1px X2/-3 
Fig. 14. The hexagon (pZ+- 2, pl21- 2)U, plZll 2)1~ + 1)~). 
each hexagon colored here connects three trees and hence reduces the number of trees 
by two. 
Step 4: The construction of two trees in neighborhood IV+, 2 <~ 1 <~ (p - 1)/2. We will 
eventually color each neighborhood N~, 2 ~ l ~< (p -1) /2 when (p -3 ) /2  is even and 
2 ~ l ~ (p -3) /2  when (p -3) /2  is odd, into one big tree and an isolated p-gon, like 
the graph in Fig. 16, 
We will name the big tree T~ and the isolated p-gon T s, As for Nip_ 11/2 when 
(p -3) /2  is odd, we will color it into just one tree and name it Ttp 1)/a as in Fig. 17. 
To accomplish the above, we will color (p - 1)/2 interior hexagons in neighborhood 
Nl, I¢  1. Note as a result, we will have colored ( (p -1 ) /2 -1 ) ( (p -1 ) /2 )  more 
hexagons. We will proceed inductively as follows. 
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Pr 
D21+l P121-1 
Fig. 15. The  hexagon kal(D2l, a tDt2/)12,a/+ 1o(2l)(l+ 1)2). Fig. 16. The forest in neighborhood Nz. 
Fig. 17. The only tree in neighborhood Fig. 18. The adjacency in N2 before coloring interior hexagons. 
Ntp_ 1)/2 when (p -3)/2 is odd. 
Basis of the induction: The coloring in the neighborhood N2. Before coloring interior 
hexagons, the adjacency in the neighborhood N2 looks like the graph in Fig. 18, 
because the 4 (exterior) hexagons colored in steps 2 and 3 attach to distinct p-gons 
p0 D2(2)  p22(2) :, p(2 p-  1)(2) 2 in N 2. 
2, "2  , 
Then we color hexagons o that P(2 p-1)(2)2 is in T s and the rest of the p-gons 
are in T2 L. 
The inductive step: The coloring in the neighborhoods Nt, l ~ 1, 2. Before the color- 
ing of interior hexagons in neighborhood Nt and N~ + 1, for odd l, 3 ~< l ~< (p -5) /2,  we 
need to mention a property about the adjacency in the neighborhood Nt. Notice 
literally those exterior hexagons colored in steps 2 and 3 attach to pO, p~, p121-2)12 
and P~ 21)t2 in Nt(P ° and p6 only for I = 3) and Pf+l,  D2(/+l)al+l ,'/+110(2l--2)(/+1)z and 
pt21)tt+ a) ~ l+1 in N1+1. 
DO D21 D(21--2)12 Proposition 3.3. In Nl, 3 <. I ~ (p -- 1)/2, among the p-gons - i ,  - i  , - t  and 
D O D2( /+ 1) PI 2l)t2 only p21 PI 2l-2)12 is possible; in Nl+l, among the p-gons , /+ l ,a l+ l  , 
e 21-2)(1+1)2 o(2l)(l+l)2, D2( /+ l )  D(2 / -2 ) ( /+1)2  and D2( /+ l )Z  D21(l+l)2 t + 1 and only = - are ~t l+1 I I+1 " I+1  " 1+1 - -  " l+1  
possible. Furthermore, the equalities above are mutually exclusive. 
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Thus we will have the following four cases: 
Case 1: None of the three equations above (in Proposit ion 3.3) happens. In Ni, l odd 
L ~> 3, we color interior hexagons o that either pO or P~t (both are connected to T ~ 1 ) 
becomes T s and the remaining p-gons are in T~. Then in N~+I we will color interior 
D(2l-2)(l+ 1) 2 D(21)(l+ 1)~ (both are connected to T [~) becomes hexagons o that either ~t+ 1 or 1~+  
TS+ 1 and the remaining p-gons are in T ~+ 1. 
Case 2: P{l=PlZt-2)12. In Nl, l odd i>3, we color interior hexagons so 
that p0 becomes T~ s and the remaining p-gons are in T~ and do the same as in case 
1 in Nt+l. 
Case 3: a/+lD2(/+ 1) = ~t /+ 1D(zt 2)(1+ 1)2. Do the same as in case 1 in N~ and in Nt+ 1 we will 
color interior hexagons o that PI2"( t+ 1)2 becomes Ts+ 1 and the remaining p-gons are 
in T~+I. 
Case4: -t+lD2(/+l) =~t 1+ 1D(2l)(l+l)2. Do the same as in case 1 in N t and in Nt+l we will 
o(2t-2)(z+ ~ becomes TtS+ 1 and the remaining p-gons color interior hexagons o that -z+ 1 
are in T~+ 1. 
Note that PI 2l 2)/~ and PI 2m~ are always in T~ and that P°+I and D2( /+ l )  Jt 1+ 1 are  
always in T/L+ 1. Also note that for each odd l ~> 3, both M~ and Mg+ 1 are adjacent o 
Nl and Nt +1. After coloring Nl+ 1, we rename the one of Mz and Mt+l attached to 
T~ to be M]  and the other M 2. 
The above induction carries from l = 3 through l = (p -5) /2 .  
Completing the induction: The coloring in neighborhood Ncp_ 1)/2- We will proceed 
differently when (p -3 ) /2  is even and when (p -3 ) /2  is odd. When (p -3 ) /2  is even, 
before coloring the interior hexagons, the adjacency in the neighborhood 
N(p_ ~)/2 looks like the graph in Fig. 19. We will color interior hexagons ofN(p ~).2 so 
that one of the two p-gons in N~p_ 1)/2 which attach to the neighborhood N(p_ 3~,,2 is 
L Tfp_ ~)/2 and the remaining p-gons are in T(p-1~/2. 
When (p - 3)/2 is odd, for coloring in N(p_ 3)/2 extend the induction to I = (p - 3)/2 
but do the coloring for Nt+ 1, i.e. N(p_ 1)/2, differently as follows. Before coloring the 
interior haxagons, the adjacency of the neighborhood N~p 1)/2 looks like the graph in 
Fig. 20. We will color interior hexagons of N(p_ 1),.2 so that there is only one big tree in 
this neighborhood as in the graph in Fig. 17. 
Fig. 19. The adjacency in N~p-1)/2 before coloring in- Fig. 20. The adjacency in Nip t~/z before 
terior hexagons, for even (p -3)/2. coloring interior hexagons, for odd (p -3)/2. 
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This ends the construction. 
Let us check the number of hexagons we have colored: 
2 + +2+ + p -1  - -  ~ -1  = -2 .  
So indeed we use all but 2 p-gons and ((p + 1)/2) 2 -2  hexagons. Before we complete 
the proof, we still need to check the following two things. 
Proposition 3.4. The colored hexagons and p-gons in the above construction are 
connected. 
Proof. The connection isdescribed in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively, for even (p -3)/2 
and odd (p -3)/2, respectively. [] 
Proposition 3.5. The colored hexagons and p-gons form a tree of faces; in particular, no 
colored vertices are internal vertices. 
Proof. There is no n-cycle, n > 3, in the graph of faces by the connection shown in 
Figs. 21 and 22. The only possible internal vertex will occur if all of the p-gon Q1, 
hexagon (Q2, Qa, Q4) and hexagon (Q1, Q2, Q4) are colored as the graph in Fig. 23. 
Here Qi's stand for p-gons. Recall that all the hexagons colored are the following 
types: (Pt, PI, P~), (1~1, o o P2hP21+l),  (pO, o2(2t) D2(2 l+1)~ (p2(2t+l) O(2(2t+l ) ) (21+1)  z ~t 21 ,~t 2 /+1 I, ,~t 21+1 
p(2(21+1))(21+2) ) ID2'(21)  D2"21(2 /+1)  2 D2" 2l(21+ 2)2"~ 
2l + 2 and ~$ 1 , I 21+ 1 , "2 l  + 2 ), l > 0. Among these hexagons, 
we would not find any pair of hexagons (Q2, Q3, Q4) and (Q1, Q2, Q4), since for two 
p-gons PI and P~ to be the same, we must have both l = m and i = j. [] 
Proposition 3.6. The above construction gives a Hamilton tree (of faces) in the Cayley 
graph of PSL2(p) as a (2,p, 3) group. 
Proof. The proof is completed by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. [] 
3M• 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Y Y 
m ~ - -  #to 
M21~.¢ '~.~.~ 
-~  ~ i z - -  
MIp-s [ 2 
T Tsm~ 
Fig. 21. The connect ion  of  the tree of  faces when (p - 3)/2 is even. The number  on the branches  denotes the 
step where the hexagons  are colored.  
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T~2 M~ 
Y 
MI 
M, 3 Y Y 
40Q 
% My 
Fig. 22. The connection of the tree of faces when (p -3)/2 is odd. The number on the branches denotes the 
step where the hexagons are colored. 
Fig. 23. The only possible internal vertex. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The result follows by Proposition 3.6. [] 
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